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Comments
MrHocus • 6 points • 17 July, 2013 04:34 PM

Gonna go back and reference David Deangelo. It's not necessary to be an evil-asshole to be attractive to women.
It's just the trend that these men tend to have a lot of overlapping qualities to attractive, masculine men. They
focus on themselves, don't let women step over them at all and tend to have a lot of (a certain kind) of
confidence.
I may be down to believe that women truly do feel strong gut attraction to evil men but I'd personally want to see
more reasoning behind it. Off the top of my head the main thing that supports this idea is how attracted women
are to inmates (there was a thread on this a month or two back.)
Let's discuss.
[deleted] • 5 points • 17 July, 2013 04:37 PM

I completely disagree with this one. Sure women don't want you to act like a little bitch but straight up Evil???
Hell no.
redpillschool[S] • 5 points • 17 July, 2013 04:48 PM

I'm just going to copy and paste this response to you all, because you didn't read it:
Evil Is The Defining Attribute Of Women's Attraction Toward Deviant Men
Evil, not power, is theorized to be the primary attribute that the subset of [women who are attracted to
deviants] find attractive, otherwise they would go for normal powerful men, not deviants. Therefore power
itself is not a sufficient quality.
In the subset of women who go for deviant men.
[deleted] • 2 points • 17 July, 2013 04:56 PM

I didn't read it, but even now that I have I still disagree...evil is a form of power but internally I would
guess that the women is still primarily attracted to the power. Perhaps she feels she can overcome the
mans evilness, or that he's misunderstood. Unless the woman is a masochist then it's probably not evil
that's the primary attraction.
redpillschool[S] • 3 points • 17 July, 2013 05:02 PM

If good power and evil power are both subsets of power, and a woman decides to go after evil power,
what specifically was unique about that?
Nutz76 • 2 points • 17 July, 2013 07:10 PM

I think it's larger scale than that even. Evil men are rule breakers and probably very "dark triad". This
makes them attractive to more than just women who go for deviant men, although those women in
particular will probably be especially drawn to evil men (i.e. marriage proposals to rapists & murders).
jakethesnake76 • 1 point • 17 July, 2013 09:08 PM

Almost any women ,i believe ,can be aroused by evil. It is like women have a dark side and if you
understand resonance where a field can excite another field that applies to most women this is what
PUA's can awaken in many women..
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lono12 • 3 points • 17 July, 2013 05:26 PM

Women are sexually attracted to psychopathic dark triad traits because men with those traits are sexuality
successful and they want their sons to have those traits.
No one is saying they have to like or admire these men. They could hate them for all their vaginas care.
GayLubeOil • 2 points • 17 July, 2013 05:50 PM

This article cites zero facts basically calls a some men evil douchbags and then goes on to say women are
attracted to evil douchbags. This article is written with the same tone and logic as a jezebel or gawker article.
redpillschool[S] • -1 points • 17 July, 2013 06:08 PM

"Cites zero facts."
This article is written with the same tone and logic as a jezebel or gawker article.
Is that a fact?
jngshin • 1 point • 17 July, 2013 04:14 PM

I read through these last night
Pretty interesting stuff...a little extremist.
I do feel that many women just straight up LIKE evil...
Men, especially "nice guys", try their best to hamster that fact with "evil men are bolder/more honest/more
alpha/blahblah"...but
I've had women tell me "you're a bad person, but I like that".
Despite that, I've always tried to be a "good person" so I don't have much experience regarding the attractiveness
of evil. Can anyone chime in?
enticingasthatmaybe • 3 points • 17 July, 2013 04:40 PM

Despite that, I've always tried to be a "good person" so I don't have much experience regarding the
attractiveness of evil.
Because they have committed evil acts and are seeking others in their same boat. It's not hard to understand
once we internalize that these are very bad people.
Looking at something from the outside it's easy to see that some of the actions (many) women see through
completion are, at their very core, evil. We can hide behind biology and instincts, but the scientific rationale
can only bring you so far. These are thinking, rational human beings who have to look at themselves in the
mirror each night. Excuses start to break down when these behaviors begin repeating themselves.
Make no mistake. Actively trying to transform a mate's personality through manipulative shit tests and power
moves so you can rationalize and excuse abandoning your family and swing to another branch can be
considered an evil act when you are aware of the harm being caused to others.
One can argue that they cannot help it, there is no malice; just sexual strategy. And, on the surface I would
agree if these people were stupid, but they are not. They know what they are doing - the fact that they are
able to later rationalize away their own internal guilt does not lower the amount of evil they have imposed
into another human being's live. That shit builds up and no amount of rationalization will allow you to see
yourself as goodly, so; like seeks like.
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[deleted] • 1 point • 17 July, 2013 05:18 PM

Because they have committed evil acts and are seeking others in their same boat.
Is this really true? If that were true they wouldn't necessarily be unattracted to non-evil people.
For example. If I only bang fatties because I feel like that's all I can get, I am still attracted to beautiful,
thin women. These aren't mutually exclusive things, I guess is the point I'm making.
enticingasthatmaybe • 1 point • 17 July, 2013 05:33 PM

I'm just taking a stab at reasoning it out, but who says they aren't attracted to non evil-doers? If you
could only score with fatties for your whole life then suddenly found yourself in bed with a hot
model, you would certainly be aware that something was amiss. You'd probably question why and
how you got there, but most importantly you would be questioning her motives.
W-Z-R • 1 point • 17 July, 2013 04:33 PM

I'm not sure about this. Why would they prefer an evil man to a powerful high status one? TRP used to make
sense...
redpillschool[S] • 1 point • 17 July, 2013 04:48 PM

I'm just going to copy and paste this response to you all, because you didn't read it:
Evil Is The Defining Attribute Of Women's Attraction Toward Deviant Men
Evil, not power, is theorized to be the primary attribute that the subset of [women who are attracted to
deviants] find attractive, otherwise they would go for normal powerful men, not deviants. Therefore power
itself is not a sufficient quality.
In the subset of women who go for deviant men.
TRP used to make sense...
Because you read one thing you don't get?
[deleted] • 1 point • 17 July, 2013 04:25 PM

Great post. I read a bunch of these last night. Got plenty of laughs out of it because it rung true to me. All the
times I tried to be "decent," girls said I was "too sweet." Then this one chubby girl said it and that was it.
Times have changed.
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